OPTION A
“A Sign of Our Times”, Nelson Welcome Sign Applicant Bio
As a relatively new resident of Nelson, I bring a different perspective to the city
than those who have spent their whole lives here. Despite being green to the area, I
already feel a connection here that I haven’t felt in any other place I have lived. In my
interests as a designer, I have made sure to thoroughly research the rich history and
architectural precedence of Nelson prior to beginning any thoughts of design work
that could forever change the intricate and beautiful landscape here. This research
led to the work of my recent master’s thesis, where I sought to reimagine the way in
which we look at historic sites - particularly the abandoned industrial areas in the city
-to preserve and renew them with contemporary public uses.
The breathtaking landscape and quaint city life brought me here, my passion
for exploring the surrounding wilderness kept me here, and my design training,
architectural interest, and dedicated research of Nelson led to this sign proposal,
which I hope will contribute to the wonderful atmosphere that has already been
cultivated within Nelson.

A Sign of Our Times: Embodying the Collective Memory and Industrial
Heritage of the City of Nelson Through its Welcome Signs
The City of Nelson is a place unlike any other. Many who have crossed paths
with this storied and remarkable city describe a peculiarity of place to be found only
in the rich landscape and atmosphere of this Kootenay marvel. If there were to be a
symbol embodying the essence of our historic city it would undoubtedly be the
iconic “The City of Nelson Welcomes You” signs, and that message is precisely what
makes the character of these constructions so remarkable. While there is merit in
continual and exact replication of the longstanding design, what this proposal
instead presents is the retention of our welcome script that is so unique and
undoubtedly “Nelson,” while choosing to develop the form that carries said message.
The changes made in recent iterations of the sign have been undone in favour of the
text layout of the very first Nelson Welcome Sign, while layering the history of this
monument through a distinctive form reflective of the city’s industrial heritage.
Examining the city of Nelson at face value today, the industrial precursors that
founded this place are obscured with new development. However, by prying away the
surface of the touristed charm that now characterizes the city, these monumental
underpinnings can be identified. Nearby Toad Mountain once supported an immense
aerial tramway capable of gravity-transporting tonnes of ore from the Silver King
Mine into Nelson. The support towers of this cable-driven system generated the
inspiration for the form of this new sign structure, erected of sound timbers with a
stance and height reminiscent of the immensity of forms that traced their way up the
mountainside. The second historically relevant feature of the sign comes with the
simple elegance of ornamental metal light fixtures arching over to illuminate the
sign’s text at night. These draw direct reference to the pole-mounted light fixtures
that were located on the C.P.R. and City Wharf in Nelson, sited where the present-day
pier is next to the marina. Combined, these features reference the deep industrial
heritage of our beloved city. Affixed to the great timber structure, and illuminated by
the overhead fixtures, the new signboard will contain the same text, font, and
alignment as the original, reflecting the culture this text represents for the city. To
maintain their longevity, the text should be routed out of solid wood, and painted
white as the original sign had executed. Rounding off this new design proposal,
curving custom metalwork frames support a location for local (Indigenous) artists to
display work, as a final component to the welcome presented by Nelson.
Maintaining the cultural prevalence and monumental iconography of Nelson’s
welcome signage is essential for any new proposal and it is my sincere wish to
convey both these concepts, and my passion for the city’s future, through this
design.

